This paper analyzes the problem of speeding up single-scalar multiplication of a recently introduced type of elliptic curve, so-called "twisted Edwards curve", and also presents a new construction of addition chains using the extended double-base number system. Our method uses the Fibonacci sequence. It was found through numerical investigation that our doublebase chains can save time, compared with other methods in previous work.
Introduction
In [1] , Edwards introduced a new normal form for elliptic curves, now known as Edwards curves, for which the addition law is efficient. In [2] , Doche and Imbert introduced a new number system called the extended double-base number system. The idea is to expand a positive integer n as a sum
bi of as few terms as possible, with d i or −d i which is chosen from a coefficient set S larger than {1}, and with the restrictions a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ · · · and b 1 ≥ b 2 ≥ · · · . Then, one can express a scalar multiple [n]P as a sum
bi ]P of very few points. In [3] , Bernstein et al. analyzed the best speeds that can be obtained for single-scalar multiplication with various elliptic curves by using the extended double-base number system.
In this paper, we analyze the best speeds with twisted Edwards curves, introduced in [4] , using the conventional coefficient set S, as well as another one previously unseen in the literature. Our coefficient set includes a subset of the Fibonacci sequence. By using our new double-base chains, we can speed up for single-scalar multiplication.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the twisted Edwards curves, and of three coordinate systems on these curves [4, 5] : projective twisted Edwards; inverted twisted Edwards; and extended twisted Edwards. We also show new tripling formulas that are needed in making up double-base chains. In Section 3, we review the extended double-base number system, and present a new choice of S. Our experiments and results are described in Section 4 before concluding with Section 5. Let (0, 1) be the neutral element of the group. Then the inversion of P = (x 1 , y 1 ) is written by (−x 1 , y 1 ).
Twisted Edwards curves

Addition law
Let P = (x 1 , y 1 ), Q = (x 2 , y 2 ) be points on the twisted Edwards curve E E,a,d . The sum of these points on E E,a,d is
) .
This formula also works for doubling, i.e., P = Q. Then we can obtain tripling formulas. One can triple a point by first doubling it and then adding the result to itself by applying the curve equation as in doubling. (x 3 , y 3 ) = [3] (x 1 , y 1 ), with
Coordinates
Bernstein and Lange gave efficient formulas for the group operations. They introduced projective coordinates and inverted coordinates in [4] . In [5] , Hisil et al. proposed a new system called extended twisted Edwards coordinates. We review these coordinates and show tripling algorithms.
Projective twisted Edwards coordinates
To avoid inversions, Bernstein and Lange work on the projective twisted Edwards curve
For Z 1 ̸ = 0, the homogeneous point (X 1 :
Inverted twisted Edwards coordinates
Another way to avoid inversions is using a point (X 1 :
Extended twisted Edwards coordinates
Hisil et al. proposed using a point (X 1 : Y 1 : T 1 : Z 1 ), with Z 1 ̸ = 0 which satisfies (1) and corresponds to the extended affine point (
Next, we show new tripling algorithms for these coordinates. Here, M is a field multiplication, S is a field squaring, and D is a multiplication by a or d.
Tripling in inverted twisted Edwards coordinates
The following sets of formulas compute (X 3 : Y 3 :
. The first one costs 9M + 4S + 2D, while the second needs 7M + 7S + 2D. Here are 9M + 4S + 2D formulas for tripling:
Here are 7M + 7S + 2D formulas for tripling:
Tripling in extended twisted Edwards coordinates
. The first one costs 11M + 4S + 1D, while the second needs 9M + 7S + 1D. Here are 11M + 4S + 1D formulas for tripling:
Here are 9M + 7S + 1D formulas for tripling:
When one computes tripling in projective twisted Edwards coordinates, one can compute in extended twisted Edwards coordinates by simply ignoring T . The costs in projective coordinates can be reduced 2M rather than the costs of using extended coordinates. By using tripling formulas, we can reduce multiplication costs less than the costs of using mixing doubling and addition formulas. Extended coordinates are faster than projective coordinates and inverted coordinates, while in doubling and tripling, projective coordinates and inverted coordinates are faster than extended coordinates.
Extended double-base number system
This section reviews the extended double-base number system (extended DBNS, for short) for computing [n]P given P . Let S be a set containing 1. Every positive integer n can be represented as n = Σ
This representation is not unique. Bernstein et al. optimized single-scalar multiplication using extended DBNS. They analyzed various elliptic curves containing Edwards curves. However, twisted Edwards curves are not contained. We analyze projective twisted Edwards coordinates, inverted twisted Edwards coordinates, and extended twisted Edwards coordinates. We also propose a new precomputation set S for single-scalar multiplication, and optimize the best speeds that can be obtained.
A new choice of a coefficient set S
We reviewed extended DBNS above. It is significant to choose a proper coefficient set S. If one chooses a better set, single-scalar multiplication can be computed faster. We propose a new coefficient set containing 
Example.
Take the integer n = 264290. We consider two coefficient sets S 1 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9} and S 2 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13}. The extended DBNS expansion with S 1 can be written as 5 · 2 To compute extended double-base chains, we used the greedy type algorithm in [2] (Algorithm 1). In this algorithm, one chooses the best approximation d 1 2 a1 3 b1 of given integer n first. Total costs for single-scalar multiplication using extended DBNS depend on a 1 , b 1 , and the length of the chain. If these values can be reduced, it is possible to compute with less costs. Let d 1 be the largest number in S. Other d i 's are chosen in S properly. Then, we can reduce a 1 and b 1 as in the above example. We carried out the experiments and showed the results in the next section. 
Experiments and results
In this section, we explain our experiments and summarize our results. Our experiments are based on what Bernstain et al. carried out in [3] . We generated 10000 uniform random integers n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 l − 1}. Here, l's are several bit sizes, namely, 160, 200, 256, 300, 400, and 500. Next, we converted each integer into a double-base chain as specified by a 0 and S. Note that we can obtain b 0 by calculating ⌈(log 2 n − a 0 ) log 2 3⌉. In our experiments, we chose S optimized by them. In addition, we included the sets {F 2 , F 3 , . . . }. Finally, we checked that the constructed chain indeed computed n starting the chain from 1, and counted the number of triplings, doublings, and additions for those 10000 choices of n. Our experiments included the three curve shapes: Projective twisted Edwards(Proj); Inverted twisted Edwards(Inv); and Extended twisted Edwards(Ext). We follow the standard practice of counting S = 0.8M, and disregarding other field operations. We included the multiplication counts for the initial computation of [c]P for each c ∈ S. The results of the experiments are presented as tables. Table 1 shows total multiplication counts for each curve shape and each l. We describe our choices of the coefficient sets for each l in Table 2 . The multiplication counts can be reduced approximately 1% for each curve shape and each l rather than that of Bernstein et al. For larger l, our sets can be more efficient. Extended twisted Edwards coordinates are slower than the other coordinates in our experiment. That is because the number of doublings occupies most of the multiplication counts. The costs of the doubling for extended coordinates are larger than those for projective coordinates and inverted coordinates.
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed explicit tripling formulas for twisted Edwards curves. We also proposed a new coefficient set for extended DBNS chains, and optimized single-scalar multiplication for twisted Edwards curves. Future works are as follows:
• analyzing mixed coordinates introduced in [5] for twisted Edwards curves,
• optimizing single-scalar multiplication for other elliptic curve shapes by using our sets,
• speeding up the algorithm which makes up extended DBNS chains.
